**PAGE STREET**

between Stanyan Street and Octavia Street

**District:** 5  
**Length:** 3.26 mi  
**Meets Vehicle Volume Target:** No  
**Meets Vehicle Speed Target:** No

*The Page Slow Street Project extends on Page Street between Stanyan Street to Octavia Boulevard. Page Street is an important corridor for the Haight-Ashbury, Lower Haight, Hayes Valley, and surrounding neighborhoods. It is one of the City’s most important and popular east-west active-transportation corridors.*

---

**Traffic Safety**

- **Average Daily Vehicle Volume (ADT)**
  - Target Daily Vehicle Volume (<1,000 ADT)
  - **1120**

- **Median Daily Vehicle Speed**
  - Target Daily Vehicle Speed (<15 mph)
  - **16**

---

**Collision History**

- **Implemented:** 5/1/2020
- **16 collisions as a Slow Street**

**2017**  |  **2018**  |  **2019**  |  **2020**  |  **2021**  |  **2022**
---|---|---|---|---|---
**9**  |  **8**  |  **14**  |  **7**  |  **7**  |  **4**